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Abstract

The current financial crisis is often thought to stem from “toxic” debts.  Complex 
securitization transactions hid the extent  of the lending problem for too long and the 
state had to step  in to maintain confidence.  But what if securitization was not  driven by 
greed and unnecessary  risk-taking, but by innovations required to bolster an already 
distressed financial system? What if efforts to transfer debts onto the polity will fail to 
resolve the crisis because there is not enough “good debts” to be made?  And what if the 
crisis is not about the organizational failures of financial managers ignorant of a 
problem, but about the growth pursuits everyone expects of all corporate managers? In 
this paper, we will argue that these are not simply  theoretical conjectures, but actual 
descriptors of how US economic development, one we believe is based upon a “double 
ponzi” arrangement with roots back to the late 1970s, has unfolded. This paper aims to 
establish a chain of historical proof for this interpretation, derived from analyzing the 
financial accounts of 25,575 publicly listed corporations (firms whose shares are sold on 
public stock markets or in over-the-counter transactions in the United States) between 
1950 and 2011.
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1. Introduction: Crisis, made in the USA

Historians often remind us that our perceptions and prescriptions on economic affairs are deeply 

embedded in the spirit of the times (Kobrak and Wilkins, 2011).  When economies are perceived to 

be “running well”, theories tend to focus on who to give credit to for causing this growth.  These 

accounts are stories, inspired by  bits of history and couched in the garb of theory, but stories, 

nonetheless, about what an economy is supposedly good at doing.  A sense of crisis emerges as 

signals mount of a discrepancy between outcomes and expectations. In times of crisis, history 

becomes the battleground as we challenge prevailing stories and the expectations they give us of the 

future.  If received wisdom suggested the economy was good at something, and this no longer 

appears to be the case, what happened?

Bad debts happened. Crisis interpretations commonly revolve around an idea about how an excess 

of “toxic” debts accumulated in the financial system.  Central to that account is the notion that the 

crisis was caused by the particular ways in which debts were created and distributed within the 

financial system.  The accumulation of toxic debts is closely linked to the emergence of a general 

set of practices and beliefs associated with securitisation (Minsky 2008a; Crotty 2009; Nesvetailova 

and Palan 2013).1 Lenders thought themselves shielded from risks once these loans were sold, thus 

concentrated on ways to increase the volume of loans put through an “originate and distribute” 

model.  The capital markets were supposed to be protected by all the labours of intermediaries 

involved in the market for structured financial products (investment banks, insurance companies, 

ratings agencies, not to mention the legal and accounting professions and, of course, prudential 

lenders).  While there had been concerns about these developments, these voices were silenced a 

desire for high rates of return defended from criticism by a widespread belief that risks were 

managed.

This takes us to a particular view on what the crisis is all about.  Nobody knew the problem was as 

bad as it  was.  The complexity  and volume of transactions, coupled with a highly distributed set of 

responsibilities for managing transactions, meant no one group actually had the capability evaluate 

whether “bad debts” were outstripping “good debts” at the level of the system.  Thus, there was no 

mechanism to tell participants when the drive to participate in this market should stop.  Without 

this, the onset of the crisis was an inevitability, a function of how “ponzi” structures collapse.  
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1 Securitisation commonly refers to the practice of pooling debts together from loans initiated from numerous banks, 
assigning those debts a risk profile, restructuring them into bundles of equivalently risky income-generating assets, and 
selling these “receivables” as bonds to the wider capital markets (Schwarcz, 2004; Minsky, 2008a).



In a ponzi, losses are temporarily held at bay through the volumes of investment going into these 

markets.  However, the volume of investment is not infinite and if the supply  of bad debts becomes 

excessive, the inevitability of collapse is merely a question of time as to when the providers of 

capital lose faith or simply run out of money to deploy.  This is when debts become recognised as 

losses, thereby entering into public scruitiny.  This moment came with the high profile collapses of 

Lehman Brothers in the US and Northern Rock in the UK.

This crisis narrative is intimately woven into policy responses.  The governance question, as it is in 

any economic crisis, is whether the state let firms (and possibly markets) collapse or it intervenes to 

bolster current faith in the system and promise moves that will “correct” micro-economic 

behaviours into the future.  In the US, the government response was to manage the crisis through a 

combination of high profile bailouts2 and longer-term efforts to “reform” the rogue elements in the 

financial system through, for instance, tougher banking regulations on loan initiations and reserve 

levels.  By targeting the ability  of banks to create “bad debts”, the idea is that loss-making can be 

pre-empted through prudential procedures, saving regulators from an altogether tougher (and 

unwanted) challenge of controlling markets that trade in debt obligations.  In effect, managing the 

crisis is not about correcting a failing in the operation of the securities markets, but about 

preventing organisations from supplying those markets with, in effect, misrepresented junk bonds.

Popular history provides the legitimacy for these policy action.  Financial bailouts are legitimate 

when failure derives from events that could not be foreseen by managers.  The securitisation 

narrative and its basic “ignorance thesis” offers management an excuse.  However, for political 

reactions to be effective, their account of history needs to be accurate.  For public interventions 

intent on being a momentary “stimulus” and not a perpetual “subsidy”, efforts to relieve financial 

organisations of their “bad debts” presumes there is a stock of “good debts” upon which to maintain 

their profitability.  What if these historical presumptions are wrong?  What if managers knew there 

were hidden losses amassing in the financial system and securitisation provided a legal “ponzi” 

mechanism to bolster financial accounts and prevent historical losses from materialising?  What if 

there is not enough “good debts” for lending organisations to be viable--and by viable, we mean 

capable of producing income commensurate with the scale of financial operations and level of 

expenditures managers have been used to and want to preserve given their own remuneration 
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2 This takes on two basic forms, direct fiscal “bailouts” to tackle large insolvencies that had already occurred, as well as 
general liquidity measures to prevent more insolvencies from becoming public.   Both manoeuvres are “bailouts” 
although they take different forms of public financing. Evidence suggests that in the US experience, the value of the 
latter has been marginally greater then the spend on the former (see Laeven and Valencia 2012).



reflects corporate scale?  And what if the reason why there is not enough “good debts” in the first 

place is down to the way in which corporate managers utilise these resources and the systemic 

impact of these utilisation strategies?

In this paper, we will argue that these are not simply theoretical conjectures, but actual historical 

descriptors of how US economic development has unfolded.  Our aim is to provide that evidence. 

The main historical resource utilised here derives from the financial accounts of 25,575 publicly 

listed corporations (firms whose shares are sold on public stock markets or in over-the-counter 

transactions in the United States) between 1950 and 2011.  This represents all firms traded in the 

US whose records are contained in the COMPUSTAT dataset, the primary and most definitive set of 

discrete historical accounts for North America.3   As establishing a chain of proof represents a 

complex undertaking, we have concentrated on laying out the core evidential groundwork behind 

our alternative interpretations of US economic history.  A more dedicated treatment of the 

theoretical implications of our historical account, and there are many, must be left to separate 

works.

1.1 Synopsis

The structure of this paper is as follows:  

We start with a discussion about the context and relevancy against which we examine data on 

corporate financial history  (section 2).  This is followed by an outline of the preliminary  evidential 

headlines emerging from our research (section 3).  This is where we establish a set of stylised facts 

which helps to problematise current thinking on the evolution of the US economy, its instabilities 

and the nature of the financial crisis that erupted in 2008.  Following this, we present our alternative 

view on evolution of the US economy and its tendency towards crisis (section 4).  This discussion 

presents our case on the role that mergers and acquisitions play in the creation of instabilities.  We 

conclude (section 5) by revisiting the notion of the ponzi, an often (and loosely) used generalisation 

as to the causes of the financial crisis.  Our final discussion seeks to define the relevancy of this 

concept in explaining the tendencies towards instability and crisis in the US economic.  In 

particular, we develop  our understanding of the “double ponzi” as a particular crisis-prone 
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3 This obviously includes multinational companies who are not “American”.  Nonetheless, these corporations, through 

their subsidiaries, are receivers of credit provided by the US financial system and thus an integral part of the history of 

the US economy.



relationship  between the growth pursuits in the “real” and “financial” corporate populations in 

America.  

To help guide the reader through the highly  detailed empirical discussions, a core summary of our 

main historical argument (roughly in reverse order to the flow of the evidential presentation) is as 

follows:

Economic organisations can be configured and managed to pursue a variety of performance 

objectives.  These development options are not simply  dictated by the idiosyncrasies of stakeholder 

decision-making however.  They also are influenced by the opportunities and constraints firms 

respond to by virtue of their membership within particular business systems (Whitley, 2008).  This 

become readily apparent when looking both historically and comparatively  at the ability of firms to 

produce profits (and to our surprise, losses as well).  Experiences of profit and loss, and the 

behaviour of rates of return, exhibit very different population patterns pre and post 1980.   This 

change closely corresponds to a major disjuncture in US economic history.  By the late 1970s, after 

a series of failed attempts to “solve” various trenchant  economic problems, the government 

embarked upon what would become widely labelled as the “neo-liberal project”.  This began a 

series of macro-economic experiments aimed not simply to bring inflation under control, which it 

did, but to develop a managed approach to ensuring macro-economic growth and the purported 

improvements in living standards this was to bring to society.  These experiments would initiate 

changes not only to the broader institutions of economic governance in America, but also, as we 

focus on here, the behaviour of its corporate population.  While these changes did bring inflation 

under control, and brought about some semblance of growth, the old problems with achieving 

growth were not resolved, they were restructured.  Changes in the management of the economy 

would change the nature of how economic instabilities and crises would manifest themselves in 

future generations.

Previously, over the 1960s and 1970s, US corporations depended upon inflationary  practices as the 

dominant tactic for preserving the structure of corporate finances.4  As the government sought to 

control rampant inflation in the late 1970s and early  1980s, economic restructuring became 

focussed upon efforts to channel financial resources (both in the form of equity as well as debt, 

although debt, given its primacy in current accounts of the crisis, is the principle focus here) into the 
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4 For much of the 1960s and 1970s US economic development had become increasingly inflationary as price increases 
were used to maintain profit rates under conditions (the so-called “Fordist compact”) whereby the spoils of America’s 
post war fortunes were widely distributed within the economic system and in real wage increases that fuelled domestic 
consumption (Glyn et al 1990). 



corporate sector.  While creating a perpetual pool of increasingly cheap finance was never any 

government’s intent, that is the path the US economy has been forced to pursue over time.   

This “path dependency” is underpinned by the fact that the ability to use liquidity as a stimulant on 

corporate behaviour is dependent upon the pricing of finance.  Debt, in particular, can only be 

attracted by firms relative to their prevailing abilities to utilise those resources profitably.  

Consequently moves to finance economic growth, political manoeuvres that are particularly strong 

in recessionary  times, has required that this form of state aid be supplied at a price below the rate at 

which firms can utilise it profitably  (this is why a consideration of firm profitability trends is critical 

to interpreting US economic development).  Now, such policy moves come with an expectation that 

economic recoveries, and indeed the boom periods following a recession, are “real”, meaning they 

are underpinned by  firm-specific capabilities to produce profits rather than state aids.  However, as 

we demonstrate, these expectations have yet to be fulfilled at the level of the whole economy.  

Because of this (an explanatory end-point in our analysis we will return to shortly) a major side 

effect results.  

Lowering interest rates to kickstart growth only works when it is possible to raise them again.  

What government administrations have never banked upon, however, is the development of a 

widespread falling rate of profit trend amongst the corporate population.  The extent of this decline 

would become greater with each successive recessionary  period since 1980.  Consequently, as 

successive administrations would attempt to buy their way out of recessionary slumps, their hand 

was forced, the cost of debt, governed by interest rates, would have to decline over time as well.  

This predicament underpins the instability in the US system.  As liquidity support to corporates is 

administered through the financial system (in contrast to financial supports achieved through public 

spending and tax exemptions), an increasing performance pressure has been added to lending 

organisations over time, making making non-performance in the “real economy” a key burden on 

banking.  When the cost of debt  decreases, lenders, in order to simply maintain a pre-existing level 

of operating activities, must necessarily  increase the volume of lending to compensate.  Factor in 

the growth ambitions that bank managers also aspire to, and it becomes clear that a volumetric 

expansion in lending is required on top of that needed to compensate for interest rate reductions set 

by the Federal Reserve.  Now gluts in liquidity can only be serviced if there are those able to utilise 

that excess capacity of money  in the system.  This takes us to the core of our alternative reading of 

US economic development.  
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Liquidity  can only be absorbed at a given rate of profit through in-organic business applications (ie, 

mergers and acquisitions).  This is caused by how managers manage corporate finances and how 

they  choose to pursue their growth.  Generating profits through improvements in organisational 

capabilities is highly constrained, and, at  the level of the whole economy, simply has not 

materialised in any  systematic fashion.  While momentary improvements do occur at the level of 

particular organisations, these improvements are not representative of the community as a whole.  

Rather, firms appear to be financially  managed in ways focussed on preserving pre-existing profit 

margin norms over time. This is a highly  general behaviour.  Profit margin trends have remained 

remarkably  stable over time (at least  since the 1950s when our evidence trail begins) and with a 

high level of consistency  in application across organisations.  Profit margins are thus akin to the 

expected targets in a management control system, targets have not fundamentally shifted and appear 

to be stable performance norms.  As such, with gross profits constrained in this manner (only to be 

eroded further by  other operating and non-operating expenses), the only way excess liquidity can be 

used is through M&As.  We can see this in the way  in which M&A cycles are synced with 

economic cycles, a pattern that has persistence at  least since the 1970s when data on this behaviour 

is available in corporate financial reporting.  In short, government attempts to finance their way out 

of recessionary periods has acted as a catalyst to M&A cycles, helping spur ever increasing 

participation rates and corporate spend on M&A over time.  These concentration cycles lead to a 

variety of side effects on the economy.  Two of these effects are critical for our understanding of the 

current financial crisis.

Firstly, M&A cycles appear to “store up” increasingly  large pools of hidden losses (losses that 

materialise in the form of a collective asset write-off movements).  From a corporate finance 

perspective, these losses are all “balance sheet adjustments”, yet they are, nonetheless, adjustments 

that destroy large amounts of real money  held in equity  investments.  These losses become an added 

burden on the financial system and only magnifies their performance pressures (the aggregate losses 

produced by the financial crisis in 2008 being virtually identical to, but still less then, the aggregate 

losses posted in the real economy in 2002).

Secondly, M&A cycles actually distort the distribution of profit rate experiences of firms in the 

population.  As firms strive to concentrate, a differentiation in performance levels has emerged with 

firms less able to keep  abreast  with the pace of concentration facing a greater deterioration in profit 

rate performance over time.  The smaller the scale of the enterprise, the greater their returns 

deterioration has been.   In other words, the falling rate of profit is a differential experience among 
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the corporate population.  Furthermore, the behaviour of profitability declines is not a linear 

development, but a cyclical one.  This patterns are not intrinsic to the economy (at least they  do not 

manifest themselves that way), they are emergent in nature, materialising in the early  1980s and 

continuing through to the present day.  A key feature of this pattern is a cyclical deterioration in 

profit rate performance that gets worse with each economic cycle.  This is why  interest rates have 

had to get progressively lower after each recession--as more and more firms in the corporate 

population experiences deteriorating rates of return, interests rates must get progressively lower in 

order to be used by an increasingly large swathes of the corporate population.  

Both “side effects” of economic development since the 1980s work to increase the burden placed 

upon the financial sector, driving their interest to search for new sources of volume lending to 

compensate.  While a numerous innovations in financial products have emerged, this does not 

detract from the fact that an increasing share of the available credit  in the US financial system is 

channelled into corporations through the bond markets, a change in systemic behaviour that also 

emerged in the early 1980s as well.  This increasing allocation of available credit into the corporate 

economy is what reinforces M&A cycles, completing the circuit of a self-reinforcing system of 

feedback that tends towards increased instability in the business system.  

How do we know these real economy developments are linked to the financial system or the 

financial crisis?  Obviously, given financial accounts only attest to the experiences of particular 

organisations, system effects like this must be interpreted from them.  Such interpretation is aided 

not only by the evidential logic we attempt to build at  the level of the economic system, but also by 

our ability to detect signals that the financial sector have been shoring up their accounts long before 

the public manifestation of the current financial crisis.  These developments emerged during the 

equity boom of the 1990s, and became pronounced after unprecedented historical losses the real 

economy generated in 2002.  The timing of these developments suggests, at least to us, that they are 

more then simply coincidences, they  are systemic reactions.  In accepting this, the financial crisis 

cannot simply a problem with the “financial” cohort.  It  is a systemic problem with how 

governments strive to achieve growth whatever the cost, and how managers have come to exploit 

these features of the US business system.  

The price of growth is, literally, a decreasing value of finance.   So long as the state’s response to 

crises is to re-finance the economy, their efforts to “buy time” for the corporate community works 

to turn money  into a virtually  free commodity.  Of course, this resource is only  free to the banks 
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(otherwise traditional problems with inflation would emerge).  However, this does not make 

inflationary problems go away, it merely transforms the form this inflation takes, and who has to 

deal with it.  Buying time forces banks to pursue ever greater volume lending options in whatever 

ways they  can find, be it in-organic corporate growth, securitisation or some other financial 

innovation.  That these options collapse is inevitable and for the same reason that a ponzi collapses, 

there are no underlying organisational capabilities, no real business, producing the economic 

performance required.

2. Methodological context: population thinking and economic history

Crisis accounts commonly  revolve around a concern that economic cycles are not only becoming 

increasingly  unstable, but that this instability derives from a prevalence of ponzi-like activities in 

the economy--driven by the availability of investment, particularly  debt.  Many of these accounts 

revolve around ideas developed by the late Hyman Minsky.  Minsky (2008b) explicitly employed 

reference to ponzi schemes and likened the instability of the US economy to the inevitability of a 

collapse in those types of arrangements.  The question in any ponzi arrangement is when the supply 

of capital dries up or reaches the point when the rate of investment is not sufficient  to prevent a 

collapse in economic activities.  If some sort of ponzi arrangement underpins the US economy, and 

this arrangement makes it “inevitable” that the US development is heading towards a crisis, where 

is the proof?5   Labelling the current crisis as a “Minsky moment” does not explain why the crisis 

emerged or if it was because of some underlying house of cards.  If Minsky was correct, 

profitability must depend more upon the rate of investment then in some underlying capability to 

create profits.  To tackle this question historically requires that we unpack it and look closer at the 

story behind profit rates: where does new money  come from in the boom times (and why  does it 

go), who attracts that money, and most importantly, what do they do with it?

Minsky, like those engaged in the broader Marxian debate on the falling rate of profit (e.g., 

Duménil and Lévy, 1999, 2002a; 2002b, 2004; Brenner, 1998, 2001, 2004, 2006; Crotty, 2005; 

Krippner, 2005), diagnose the “health” of the economy by thinking about it as if it was a firm.  

Macro-economic accounts are widely used to make sense of profitability trends in the economy and 

many authors in this literature have established that in the US, profit  rates have tended to decline 

8
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development in particular - see Minsky (1991).



since the 1960s.  However, profit  rates are an amalgamation of many things and can reflect the 

experiences of different groups in different ways.  To evaluate whether firms have become 

dependent upon debt and, as Minsky  predicts, shift from a more “prudential” financial footing 

(what he referred to as the “hedge” arrangement) onto a “speculative” or “ponzi” foundation over 

the course of an economic cycle, we need ways to gauge whether firm profitability depend upon 

external funding so much that changes in the supply of investment cause a rise and fall in their own 

performance and thus in economic cycles more generally.

In evaluating profitability, the problem with macro-economic accounts of profit rate trends is that 

economies do not make “profits” and post “losses”.  Economies do not have “cash flow” problems.  

These are financial characteristics describing organisational activities and are concerns experienced 

by individuals affected by the performance of those organisations.  Theories about crises, just like 

those of growth, both depend upon the accuracy with which their generalisations bear some 

resemblance to the distribution of experiences of actual firms.  The only way to gauge this is to look 

back at the source material underlying macro-economic history, at the records produced by firms 

themselves. If Minsky is right, the composition of debt (and the cost of that debt) within that 

population of financial accounts must be a significant factor behind profit rate trends. 

This means we must find a way of dealing with the details provide by corporate financial accounts.  

Analysing profit rates is important and when attempting to understand the operation of economic 

systems, some degree of aggregation is inevitable (Hodgson 1993).  The challenge lies in 

untangling the various forces that go into the constitution of profitability.  We propose an approach 

that looks comparatively at the relationship between the ability of firms to attract investment (both 

equity and debt) relative to what those firms do with that money from a profit  and loss perspective.  

In effect we seek an evaluation of how well firms invest the money given to them by external 

investors (how well those investors do must be inferred).  To do so, we look at profit rates not as a 

calculation, but as a time-series decomposition of the major attributes that govern those 
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calculations.  How these attributes are distributed among a population of firms is our principle 

empirical concern.6

Comparative analysis also requires consideration of who’s experiences we are interested in.  We 

present our evidence based upon comparisons between financial and non-financial populations.7  

This reflects our attempt to use history to make sense of theories about the “financial” and the 

“real” parts of the economy (e.g., Brenner 2001; Dore 2008; Foster and Magdoff 2009; Freeman 

2010).8   Yet we also consider the experiences of those who reach different positions in the 

distribution of revenues.  The basic reason is as follows.  Convention has been to look at  the 

economy as if it was a firm.  This tells the story of the whole from the perspective of the ‘giants’, 

the elite group  of corporations who govern the lion’s share of societal resources.  Giants are central, 

surely, to the story of economic development, yet they are atypical.  Why should we care about the 

lesser mortals where their numbers account for little in the behaviour of economic aggregates?  

Because they are the barometers of instability  caused by  the giants.  If US economic development is 

becoming increasingly unstable, prone to economic cycles that end in deeper, more distributed 

experiences of loss, then we should see this not just in the most privileged cohorts with the greatest 

resources, but in the fates of the many that operate in their shadow.  Indeed, in so far as corporate 

giants tend to grow inorganically, the fates of those lower down the “food chain” are relevant for 

understanding how these giants feed.
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6 The creation of profit and loss revolves around income levels relative to expenditures.  The expenditure categories 
presented here reflect the major components of operating and non-operating expenses.   Revenues minus operating 
expenses takes us to the operating income (before depreciation) produced by a firm.  Operating expenditures are 
broadly comprised by the “core” operating costs, cost of goods sold, as well as a more liberal,  discretionary set of 
expenditures managers lump under sales and general administration. The non-operating expenses are more volatile and 
includes money which exits the organisation, such as taxes, dividend payments and interest expenses (in banks, interest 
expenses comprise part of the cost of goods sold), gains/losses produced by non-operational investments, “exceptional” 
or “special” items,  as well as money which companies still get to keep, such as R&D and capital expenditures,  as well 
as depreciation).   We also present the major components that comprise “invested capital”, namely, long-term debt as 
well as equity components (comprised largely of common/ordinary stock mixed with preferred stock at carrying value 
and minority interest from the balance sheet).

7  “Financial” firms in our analysis represent all firms whose primary activities lie in 6-series SIC groupings (60 - 
depository institutions, 61 - non-depository credit institutions, 62 - securities and commodity brokers, 64 - Insurance,  65 
- Real Estate,  67 - Holding companies) alongside a variety of diversified financing houses and other financial firms 
captured by Standards and Poor industrial classifications (800 series) that are otherwise unclassified or hiding among 
particular industrial sectors. The largest number of financial firms are generally depository institutions (particularly 
after 1993), holding companies and securities and commodities brokers (respectively).  By revenues, the financial 
cohort is dominated by two groups, depository institutions and the “others”, the diversified financial corporations 
engaging in a variety of industrial sectors.  For the ease of presentation purposes, we keep this group aggregated as 
decomposition shows similar historical trajectories in these cohorts.

8 This also reflects our attempt to make historical sense of an underlying tension in heterodox accounts of crises.  On the 
one hand, Marxian accounts tend to emphasize problems in the real economy as the source of a crisis, evidenced by a 
secular decline in the rate of profits for industrial firms.  In contrast, Keynes and, more recently, Minsky see the 
profitability of real economy firms as itself dependent upon the rate of investment provided by the financial markets and 
thus influenced by the ebb and flow of investment cycles (see Crotty 1986).   Our account contributes to a greater 
integration of these respective concerns.



To recognise these groups, we require a way of looking at different economic scales.  We do not use 

traditional measures of firm size (ie., “large”, “medium” and “small”) as they reflect a preconceived 

administrative notion about the importance of particular thresholds.  Over time, firms are getting 

larger and to keep abreast of these development, we use a relative measure based upon the actual 

position firms reach in the revenue distribution of all firms in a given year.  Talking about 

distributions can make presentations unwieldy, so to keep the membership of underlying 

populations fairly  equivalent, yet allow comparisons not only  between the “above” and “below” 

average groups but also within these groups, the minimum scalar gradation we need is four, hence 

our choice of using quartile-based comparisons.  Accordingly, many of the results presented in the 

appendix are in the form of a 2x4 type matrix, comparing financial and non-financial corporations 

as well as firms in different revenue quartiles over time.9

Before we present our story, some preliminary  qualifications are in order.  This is to contextualise 

why we use this information, our investigative purposes, but  also to foreshadow some of the issues 

that will headline in the story we tell:

Firstly, we can only access the micro-economic source material for a subset of companies, namely, 

those whose want to be seen publicly.  This raises the issue of comparability  with those accounts 

produced using macro-economic records.  However, in the US, PLCs have come to dominate 

aggregate economic measures over time given the size of the largest public corporations and their 

occupation of most areas of national economic activity (figure 1).  This means the source of 

historical records advocated here should also produce comparable historical trends to those macro-

economic accounts more widely  employed by  the literature.  This appears to be the case.  For 

instance, not only have different aggregate profitability  measurements using different macro-

economic datasets produced comparable profit rate trends, but a similar measurement using the 

COMPUSTAT dataset also yields a broadly equivalent pattern to those reported by others (figure 2).  

Consequently, with firm-level accounts, we are able to examine more closely the processes 

underpinning  general profitability trends.
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9 We have also opted to consolidate the graphical figures together in the appendix of this paper rather then the more 
conventional incorporation within the text body.  This is because the nature of these exhibits represent evidential 
supports for different aspects the logical structure we develop.  As we frequently revisit figures (and highlight different 
comparisons between figures) in different parts of the text (history is messy), we felt it best to provide these items as a 
group.  In printed form, this would allow the reader to stick to the flow of the narrative without losing their place, while 
being able to flip back and fourth between the textual narrative and evidential referents as necessary.



Secondly, what does one do with this historical data?  History requires theory in order to make 

sense of it.  For this, we utilise prevailing attributions about the current crisis.  Much concern has 

been raised about the “excessive” levels of indebtedness in the US economy (e.g., Foster and 

Magdofff, 2009).  The fear is that this debt cannot be repaid, that it  outstrips the capability to 

generate income and thus is liable to collapse like a house of cards if more credit is not employed to 

“buy time”.  As individuals as well as governments depend upon income created by economic 

organisations, concerns centre around the ability of firms to generate a surplus.  The traditional 

barometers of performance revolve around macro-economic ratios, be they profit rates or a surgical 

check to see if the stock of corporate earnings or cash flows is increasingly composed by interest 

payments (e.g., Friedman, 1991).  These kinds of stylised facts have long been used to raise 

concerns about an unstable foundation to US economic development.  

However, if US economic development has effectively been a giant ponzi scheme dressed up as a 

more legitimate “growth model”, where’s the proof?  The stylised facts are not proof.  Not only  are 

they  aggregations that mix up a variety of experiences, but they are calculations that hide the 

underlying financial attributes that influence profitability ratios.  For instance, profit rates can be 

based upon differences in the ability of firms to attract resources, as well as differences in their 

capability to utilise these resources to generate a profit.   Interest payments can come to dominate 

cash flows because the volume of debts increase, the cost of debt increases, or cash flows decrease.  

Given that we only “see” cash-flow as a “bottom up reconstruction” (ie, starting with net income 

and adding depreciation plus changes to working capital to derive cash flow), that concept itself is 

determined by  how managers construct their bottom lines.  To improve interpretations, we need to 

untangle these issues and look comparatively at the relationship  between the ability of firms to 

attract investment (both equity and debt) and what those firms do with that money from a profit and 

loss perspective.

Thirdly, the reader should note that unlike measures of profit  and loss, which are “official” parts of 

the historical record and reflect the construction of financial accounts and rules of summation and 

deduction, profit  rates (rates of return) are not “factual” parts of accounting history.  Rather, they are 

ratio calculations based upon those accounting records.  This means they are influenced by the 

interests of the analyst.  While conceptually, various rate of return calculations all strive to 

understand the extent to which economic inputs (the denominator) generate particular outputs (the 

numerator), how one goes about defining these measures depend upon whose interests one wants to 

look at  the performance of the firm from.  Some measures are more operationally  focussed, 
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emphasising how the investment choices dictated by firm managers relate to their abilities to 

generate a profit.  For example, return on assets and return on capital employed loads the 

denominator with accounting variables that are an expression of how managers decide to translate 

the pool of financial resources available to them into operational resources to be utilised by the 

business.  On the other hand, some rates of return, such as return on invested capital (ROIC), are 

more “investor” centric, glossing over the question of how managers transform their cash into 

something else, and instead measure the rate at which the total cash invested into the business, by 

external providers of debt and equity, is turned into profits. 

In so far as our concern revolves around evaluating notions about there being “excessive debts” in 

the economy, this begs the question about  why external agents have been suppliers of that debt.  

Consequently, given the choice over which profit rates to use, we opt to use a return on invested 

capital (ROIC) measure of profitability.10  This choice reflects two methodological considerations.  

Firstly, in so far as it is relevant to understand why the capital markets supply unsecured corporate 

debt to firms who, as crisis theorist point out, are supposedly  experiencing a long-term decline in 

profitability, it is relevant to look at firms in a manner that reflects the way external investors might 

be expected to “see” the profitability of firms.  Secondly, our approach explicitly  seeks to de-

emphasise the “calculation” of profit rates when making interpretations.  Rather, most of our 

analysis revolves around a (graphical) deconstruction of the main attributes that govern these 

calculations. This allows us a simple way of seeing the proportionality of attributes that  determine 

profit rates.  Through visualisation rather then calculation, it is easier to track the continuities and 

changes, as well as gauge the relative importance of financial attributes, such as debt, that are 

presumed to be central to profitability trends.

Fourthly, we should not forget that  theory requires history in order to improve.  Theories of crisis 

are stories about the instability  underpinning economic cycles.  To ensure our stories bear some 

resemblance to historical experiences, firm level records provide historical materials for refining 

our understanding of instabilities in a system.  Economic systems are premised around the 

distribution of resources among firms engaged in the creation of profit and loss.   This resource 

allocation process revolves around expectations.  While we cannot see the content of these 

expectations, we can see signals of when they fail, when participants give up on them and readjust 
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10  Return on invested capital is widely calculated through a “financing” approach.  The denominator,  invested capital 

(ICAPT),  is a mixture of long term debts and equity components averaged between the current and previous year (see 

footnote 6).  The numerator is income before adjustments for special items (IBADJ) + interest and related expenses 

(XINT) - interest capitalised (INTC).  This profit calculation in the numerator is essentially operating income adjusted 

for depreciation and including a measure of the actual level of interest being paid for by the business (this being 

included to balance out the use and cost of debt reflected in the denominator).



their expectations.  This occurs in a variety of places within financial accounts.  For instance, the 

value of assets as well as the ownership of them (equity), not unlike debt, are all based upon an 

expectation that this value will be compensated for in the future.  Adjustments to these values 

manifest themselves when managers cannot sustain external belief in them for a whole variety of 

reasons (the discovery of frauds, etc).  

Our ability to detect when these adjustments occur, for whom they occur, and the magnitude of 

these “errors”, is important for understanding what crises are about.  If prevailing interpretations 

about the current financial crisis are correct, if toxic debts have come home to roost in the accounts 

of financial firms, its emergence should be reflected in a large-scale change in the designation of 

financial investments from being assets with income producing expectations, to being a liability  that 

appears on the income statement and thus on profitability.  Moreover, this change has to be a major 

component to the story  of why loss-making in the financial system is so great that it cannot be 

covered by other operating and investment activities, and thus require public bailouts.  If losses are 

not created by the realisation that debts were toxic, then the state is bailing out firms for reasons 

outside the dominant narrative of the crisis.  Again, the only way we can evaluate these issues is to 

examine how the construction of profit and loss are created by firms.

Finally, there is often much distrust about public accounts.  These micro-economic accounts are 

managed, smoothed out, adjusted, consolidated, and structured for what is on and off “balance 

sheet”.  They exist  to make those of whom they reflect look as good as can be.   This is because 

public accounts exist  in the context of some availability of money to be wooed by  public perception 

(Froud et al 2006).  This money may take many  forms and be in relative abundance or scarcity at 

any given point in time, but it is always there and being public means you want to attract it.  Public 

accounts, “accurate” or otherwise, are the reference points around which this courtship ritual 

occurs.  While we may be distrustful of public records, we should not forget this purpose they  fulfil.  

Nor should we forget  that the evolution of stock markets and public ownership in America has 

meant the corporations that produce these accounts have come to dominate the composition of the 

records we have on US macro-economic history.   Whatever distrust one may have of micro-

economic history is not “cleansed” by macro-economic accounts, it persists within that historical 

record.
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3. Crisis revisited: the stylized facts

3.1 Instability and economic cycles, pre and post 1979

Much of the radical economic literature sees economic instability and crises as historical 

developments in economic systems rather then momentary exceptions of rogue agents.  For Minsky 

crisis tendencies are intimately related to developments that influence the provision of finance to 

firms.  Over time firms are thought to have becoming increasingly dependent upon using external 

finance to pay for investments into the reproduction and expansion of organisational activities.  This 

makes changes in the supply  of finance key to his analysis.  This supply is itself unstable, liable to 

boom and busts which develop  as expectations about company performance change over a business 

cycle.  From this lens, it stands to reason that profitability experiences must thus also be unstable 

and reflect these underlying economic cycles.  As such, let us begin our empirical investigation with 

a gauge on the cyclical behaviour profit rate experiences.

The rates of return reported by firms do reflect  economic cycles.  Moreover, these cycles have 

grown unstable since the 1970s with increasing extremes in the distribution of experiences, 

particularly in regards to loss-making (figure 3).  Looking at these distributions, we can clearly see 

that a “falling” rate of profit does become a generalised population level trend at a very  distinct 

moment in US history, 1979.11  Prior to this, economic cycles were “densely packed” and relatively 

frequent with significant swings in profitability of around 5 percent. Yet  experiences were still 

comparatively  constrained, almost herd-like in the containment of most profit rates to within 10 to 

15 percentage points of each other.  Also, experiences of profitability were not systematically 

“falling” they were “oscillating”.  However the nature of economic cycles appears to have changed 

in the 1980s.  The “oscillating herd” pattern was replaced by pattern of “differential accumulation”, 

an increasing differentiation in profit rate trajectories, the majority  of which (roughly 80 percent of 

the corporate population) experiencing a secular decline for over two decades.  Moreover, we can 

see that this decline does not appear to have a floor, there is no absolute zero equivalent in profit 
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11 This is a significant moment in US economic history.  It represents the rise of monetarist economic policies following 
the election of Paul Volcker who, on becoming Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board in 1979, sought to implement a 
policy of using monetary levers (alongside public spending changes) to bring inflation under control (cf. Brenner 2006, 
chapter 12).



rate terms.  Firms do not necessarily die when they make losses.  Rather, they can exist in a 

“zombie” like state producing extensive and repeated losses.12

The rate of deterioration in profitability is particularly  strong in the “below average” cohorts.  Why 

is this?  If managers had the capability to control costs relative to their income, then how much 

income firms generate should not have any systematic bearing on the propensity or “odds” of 

posting losses over time.  This was true during the so-called “golden age” of industrial capitalism 

immediately after World War II (figure 4).  Between 1950 and 1980, firms anywhere in the revenue 

distribution had relatively equal chances of attaining profits rates anywhere in the distribution of 

experiences.  As these were the days of unilateral industrial might for US manufacturers, such 

“equal-opportunity” experiences were, understandably, reflected only in the non-financial 

corporations within our observations.  However, the American dream would not last and by the end 

of the 1970s, profitability depended upon where firms were located in the revenue pecking order.

Over time, firms with revenues above median level in any  given year would have an increasingly 

differentiated experiences of profit  and loss then those lower down the corporate ladder (figure 5).  

Recessionary cycles have exacerbated these tendencies.  This means we must recognise that  loss-

making is not simply a “micro-economic” concern idiosyncratic to particular firm capabilities, nor 

is it just a “macro-economic” reflection of economic cycles that everyone is subjected to.  The 

nature of economic cycles has changed and those changes reflect population level processes that are 

amplifying the propensity for losses to accumulate in firms in the lower half of the revenue 

distribution.

Changes are also afoot in the “above average” cohort  as well.  While larger firms will naturally tend 

to generate a larger stock of profits, this should not  necessarily mean they  are the most profitable in 

a rate of return sense.  Again, this was true for much of the first half of our observation period.  Yet 

by the 1980s, size mattered.  Non-financial corporations able to stay  in the top  quartile (quartile 4) 

of the revenues distribution have increasingly occupied top positions in the distribution of rate of 

return experiences as well, beating the average (median) over 70 percent of the time since the mid 

1980s (figure 4).   While this does not inhibit smaller firms from generating above average profit 

rates, the lower firms are in the revenue hierarchy, their ability  to “beat the average” have 
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support, particularly through debt) come to be.   But it also raises the spectre that profit rates may not matter as much to 
managers as is often thought,  at least not in any absolute dictum sense and definitely not for managers in the majority of 
firms.  We return to this idea in the conclusions.



systematically  declined over time.  Indeed, for the smallest corporations in quartile 1, figure 4 

illustrates how the 1980s was a watershed in their performance.  

A noticeable polarisation would emerged around some capable of sustaining very high profitability 

(an intermittent reward that may  fuel the appetite of speculators), yet the majority, roughly 60 

percent, continuously falling into the bottom quartile of profitability  reports; meaning they  were 

consistently posting losses most of the time.  At the elite end of the spectrum, industrial firms 

posting below average rates of return have been increasingly  “deselected” among the largest firms 

in quartile 4 of the revenue distribution.  It should be noted that this pattern does not appear to occur 

in the financial population, nor is it a “selection pressure” at the other end of the spectrum where a 

sort of “zombie” population has grown in the lower ranks of the industrial cohort, their numbers 

expanding in proportion to the general rise and fall in the pool of public companies.13 

In short, the further down the corporate hierarchy one has been positioned, the more profit and loss 

opportunities have skewed towards the latter, and the quicker profit rates have deteriorated over 

successive economic cycles.  These are not constants of economic history, they are historical 

developments in the US business system that emerged alongside the monetarist turn in economic 

policy and the ensuing restructuring of the economy under the Reagan administration.  While a 

variety of things could be influencing these patterns, our ability to narrow down causation is aided 

by some observations on longstanding continuities in the constitution of profitability.

3.2 Profitability, some things don’t change

Gross profits, the relationship between revenues and the cost of goods sold (also called “gross 

margins” if expressed as a percentage) is relatively  constant.  Moreover, it is constant for all 

revenue quartiles, particularly  firms in the top three quartiles (figures 6-9).14  The strength of this 

proportionality in financial accounts is such that while firms in different quartile positions have 

changed over the years, and the value of economic activities managed by those firms have generally 

increased year by year alongside the expansion of the economy, the capabilities of firms to create a 

surplus have not fundamentally shifted for the better or for the worse!  For instance, as the US 

economy has developed, the total revenues (nominally) generated by firms in quartile 3 in 1970 
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13 While firms go public for different reasons,  the overwhelming majority of exits from the public sphere (ie from the 
COMPUSTAT dataset) derive from acquisition and not possibilities like bankruptcy or de-listing.

14  Indeed, if one were to take the correlation between these values across the history of each firm, and look at the 
distribution of correlations, one would see that in virtually all cases, these values are near 1.



were eventually reached by firms in quartile 2 in 2000 (figure 9).  Yet in spite of dramatic changes 

in technology and operating environments, not to mention the fact that these are different 

companies with unique business histories, their respective cost of goods sold nonetheless reach a 

comparable point in our cartographical space.  This does not mean all firms of the same revenues 

have the same profit margins.  Sectoral variations underpin these aggregations.  Yet this underlying 

diversity within the population has remained remarkably constant.  This is true for both the 

financial and the non-financial cohorts (itself an illustration of this continuity  in the underlying 

profitability of economic segments).

Given that profitability  clearly follows economic cycles, interpreting these cycles requires that we 

seek to understand what in the constitution of profitability  behaves cyclically when gross profit 

margins do not.  The forensic challenge revolves around a deconstruction of elements that  constitute 

profit rate calculations.  In principle, this can either be the ability  of firms to attract debt and equity 

(ie, “invested capital”), or other expenditure aspects of how firms utilise that capital (or both).  

Again, narrowing down the causes of profit rate cycles is aided by identifying those elements that 

do not change (at least not in a cyclical way).  

For both real and financial cohorts, particularly those in the above average group, invested capital 

has two basic patterns, it either grows commensurate with income levels or it  outstrips income 

levels; rarely do firms continuously  generate revenues faster then they  do the investment they 

attract (see figure 10 and 13).  For the largest non-financial firms in the above average quartiles, 

invested capital and its basic components are consistently “well behaved” over time, generally 

adhering to a given proportionality in the financial composition of firms.  Long term debts tend to 

stay abreast  with operating income (suggesting managers widely seek to keep debt levels 

proportionate to their ability to maintain gross profit  margins) and equity values generally maintain 

a given distance to revenues.  The lower the rank, paradoxically enough, the higher the equity 

values firms attract relative to their income levels (figure 10).  

The deviants of this pattern are the below average industrial firms, and the financial sector (figure 

11).  Low ranking financial firms have consistently  attracted wildly high levels of invested capital 

and this is largely based upon equity values.  However, the whole financial sector, including the 

below average industrials, experienced a boom over the 1990s which continued, with very little 

disturbance (ie it  is not cyclical) until the present.  For industrial firms in Q1 and Q2, this boom is 

largely based upon stock prices, reflecting the long “bull market” that  emerged in the US after the 
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recession of 1991/2.15  Financial firms also received a windfall from this equity rush.  A large 

numbers of financial firms would go public in 1994 (figure 4), many of which were former “thrifts” 

taking up  ranks in the second and third quartiles of the revenue distribution (discussed more in the 

next section). However, unlike behaviours in the real economy, financial firms would generally 

begin to expand their long term debt levels dramatically  in the late 1990s and for the giants of the 

financial sector, the overwhelming majority of invested capital was not equity, but long-term debt.

3.3 So what?  The historical need to rethink the crisis

These patterns allow us to derive several things about the evolution of the US business system that 

call for a rethinking on the crisis.16 

Firstly, to make more money, managers do not clearly depend upon “organisational capabilities” or 

even a “dynamic capability” to shift operations into relatively more profitable sectors.  These are 

theories of the firm as authors want them to be, not as they  are (Phillips, 2012).  Constraints on the 

ability  to generate gross profits means the only way to consistently make more money, to 

accumulate wealth, is to accumulate those who already control some claim on that wealth.  This is 

an empirical fact about the corporate population listed on American markets.  For these groups, the 

higher the “rank” managers strive to achieve in the revenue hierarchy, the greater the rate (not to 

mention the value) at which those firms engage in mergers and acquisitions (figure 14).  In so far as 

the giants of the economy became so inorganically, macro-economic history must thus reflect the 

story of those victors, and the implication of their conquests, in its records. 

Secondly, as gross profits are a fixed quotient.  With invested capital also allocated according to 

stable rules of proportionality--and thus are also a relatively fixed quotient (with the notable 
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15 It should be noted that with the exception of Q1 industrials during the calamities of 2001/2 and 2008, real economy 
firms have never fundamentally changed their dependence upon debt.

16  What it does not tell us, however, is why, for example,  the financial gains of “outsourcing” or other “productivity” 
changes do not accrue to firms.  Some interpret this to mean gains in productivity do exist operationally, yet these gains 
are lost to the market as price reductions in a volumetric battle for market share (e.g., Froud et al 2006).  Of course, this 
pattern need not simply be a “welfare benefit” of competition as predicted by market economists.   Some, and potentially 
much, of this phenomenon may equally represent the existence of transfer pricing manoeuvres (which appear as 
expenses to outside entities) that allow corporate wealth to legally accumulate the gains of productivity outside of the 
official records, keeping a stockpile of cash beyond the reach of claimants such as shareholders, unions and especially 
the tax man.



exception of the secular expansion in debt among the financial cohorts)--this means the cyclical 

element in macro-economic cycles must reflect instability on the expenses side.  Instability is 

created inside firms.

Economic cycles in the US since the early 1980s reflect changes in how managers construct profit 

and loss, particularly in the non-core or more “discretionary” levels of expenditure that dilute gross 

profits and reduce the bottom line.  The beginning of these cycles is a proportionate decline in 

expenses (caused either by recessionary cost cuts or a stimulus on the revenue side, or more likely 

both).  This boosts profit  rates and gives a momentary impression of something being “new and 

improved” to bring the economy out of recession.  However, this boom is relatively short lived and 

cycles are created by an inflation in costs that emerges to push down net income and with it 

profitability.

In so far as these changes reflect  management choices about how they spend their money and on 

what, the questions remains why  managers allow for the following peculiarity in their expensing 

behaviour. Over the course of an economic cycle, the more discretionary  areas of expenditure tends 

to increase in a manner disproportionate to changes in the revenue generation of firms.   In effect, 

macro-economic cycles reflect a widespread practice where the financial management of 

corporations is allowed to follow an expenditure trajectory that is disproportionate to income.  Over 

the last  three decades, official recessions emerge after a prolonged period where this behaviour has 

persisted.  Moreover this behaviour has been exacerbated since the 1980s as each successive 

recessionary period is marked by a time when managers allow expenditure commitments to exceed 

income by new thresholds of disproportionality.  Indeed, this pattern of excessive expenditures 

appears to be more extreme the further down the revenue distribution firms occupy.  The 

widespread nature of this practice is what gives rise to the cyclical “fall” in the rate of profitability 

discussed earlier.

Now, certain aspects in the behaviour of economic cycles captured here are reflected in the views of 

Minsky.  For instance one idea is that booms begin when some innovation expands credit (be it a 

push from the financial markets, a nudge from the government or a fortunate wink in the state of the 

economy, like exchange rates, that triggers an inflow of foreign investment).  We can detect signs, 

such as government drop in interest rates, that macro-economic investment incentives are used to 

combat recessions and fuel the initial boom in profit rate experiences (figure 3).  External stimulates 
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to investment may indeed be critical to the creation of boom periods.17 However, other observations 

on the behaviour of economic cycles go against the grain of current accounts.  

Most importantly, we find that debts do not increase in the real economy.  They  are not  “excessive”, 

they  are “proportionate”, reflecting the ever greater revenue levels firms have been able to attain.  

In short, debt is part of the story about how firms grow.  The increased magnitude of debts 

shouldered by public corporations are not only  paid for out of their increasing revenues, but by a 

steady  decrease in the cost of debt.  The cost of debt has, since the early  1980s, been declining, 

reflecting successive drops in interest rates which the government has done to help  boost the 

economy out of recessions (figure 12).  In short, the presumed burden of debt on company cash 

flows is not the problem behind the falling rate of profit in the real economy.  Rather, the vagaries 

of corporate profitability over time is more a function of how companies manage their expenses.  

Expenditure categories such as sales and general administration (SGA) costs, exceptional and 

special items, and to some extent depreciation, are the principle areas that, in different ways for 

different cohorts, are the more volatile components liable to expand disproportionate to income and 

create the business cycles we detect in profit rates.  This takes us to our next point.

Thirdly, the only place where we can detect  debt levels become “excessive” is in the financial 

cohorts.  This is where we can detect the clearest illustration of where long-term debt levels grow 

disproportionately to the rest of the financial structure.  This process begins to emerge in the late 

1990s and coincides with the beginnings of a trend towards increasing M&A activity amongst the 

financial population (figure 11 and 18 compared).  Unlike in the real economy, debt is not used to 

buy a proportionate increase in revenues (figure 10 and 13 compared).  Rather, the trend since the 

late 1990s is one where the level of debt is allowed to dramatically outstrip revenues without an 

equivalent impact upon interest payment obligations.  This is a clear indicator that a “free money” 

environment for financial firms emerged in the late 1990s.

What is this debt being used for?  Clearly, increasing debt levels are being turned into assets on firm 

balance sheets.  Yet this increasing asset base has a peculiar character.  This expansion does not 

change the value of assets reported as “non-performing”, nor does it produce a commensurate 
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promises of change.  Managers often present to the public some sacrificial lamb as a symbol of their intent to control 
costs and create profits in the future (a common rhetorical tactic which underscores an often reported discrepancy 
between popular business narratives and the financial accounts of those businesses, see Froud et al 2006).



increase in revenues.  In other words, debts are accumulating as assets faster then the ability of 

firms to utilise them for income generation purposes (if they did, they would enter into the profit 

and loss equation as an income or expense).  In so far as rapidly increasing debt levels since the late 

1990s has never systematically  led to a proportionate improvement in subsequent operating 

performance, we conclude that the use of this financing is actually acting as a bolster of past 

performance, effectively  re-financing a legacy portfolio of assets such that they do not have to be 

recognised as “non-accruing” and thus become publicly acknowledged as losses.  In effect, the 

profitability of the financial sector, one of the unquestioned ‘facts’ about the US financialization 

often reported in discussions about the recomposition of the US economy and the increasing share 

of financial profits in all corporate profits (e.g., Brenner 2005; Krippner, 2005), is a managed 

attribute.  Our perceptions about the inordinate levels of financial profits reported by firms is 

mediated by an ability to utilised debts in ways that limit the reporting of losses without increasing 

expenditure on interest payments.   

This interpretation stems partly  from our observation of typical auditing practices governing the 

determination of the value of losses within a loan portfolio.  The level of defaults within a portfolio 

of loans is a “managed” affair between the lending organisation and their auditor.  A space for 

managing default levels emerges out of the fact that these rates are determined through a 

sampled estimation methodology.  Auditors examine a randomised sample from all loans to 

examine and extrapolate from that a default rate. That rate is then applied against the value of the 

total loan portfolio, generating the absolute value of defaults legally required to be reported as  

“provisions for loan losses”.  This is the moment when bad debts are manifest in profit  and loss 

accounts.  To prevent losses from being perceived of as abnormal, and thus hiding bad debts from 

public perception, firms that rapidly expand their loan portfolios (through acquisitions for instance, 

a behaviour that has increased alongside an expansion in debt levels) can effective improve their 

chances of negotiating down the default  rate percentage auditors are tasked with determining.  A 

lower percentage of a greater asset pool allows managers to defend the idea that nothing has 

fundamentally changed in the riskiness of their lending practices, business as usual.

This goes to the heart of what was, and was not, made public in financial crisis of 2008.  True, the 

crisis manifested itself as a widespread reporting of net losses that was particularly prevalent 

amongst the financial cohorts.  Roughly 46 percent of the financial cohort posted a loss in 2008 

(figure 5).  In total, the magnitude of losses outstripped the profits reported by the other 54 percent 

of firms, generating an aggregate deficit  of roughly  228 billion dollars (figure 17).  As highlighted 
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at the outset, the popular crisis narrative explained these events through a proximate cause, the 

collapse in the sub-prime market and a tsunami of toxic debts linked to market that, with hindsight, 

ought not  to have been pursued.  The extent of these bad debts were supposedly flooding the 

financial system and responsible not only for the collective losses, but so long as they existed in the 

system, a burden that would continue to hinder a future recovery from the crisis in confidence and 

ensuing credit crunch.  This logic of this rationale led to one inevitable policy conclusion, the state 

had to bolster confidence in the financial system.  To do this required a combination of 

organisational bailouts for special cases, as well as macro-economic liquidity  measures to support 

the financial system as a whole.

This justificatory story masks key nuances in what actually  happened.  Of the firms producing 

losses in 2008, the firms encumbered with bad debts were not only relatively small, but also 

relatively few.  Our results did show a surge in provisions for loan losses but only in a significant 

magnitude for Q2 financial firms, accounting for why that segment posted the losses they did in 

2008.  Many of these firms represented former thrifts that went public on mass in 1994 (see figure 

4) in what  what was a large scale demutualisation wave that followed the savings and loans crisis of 

the 1980s.18 By becoming listed companies, the problematic thrifts were expected to perform better 

under the public eye.  Yet being public did not change the fact that these institutions were still 

fundamentally focussed on mortgage lending. Thus it is reasonable to conclude that this cohort 

exemplified the popular narrative of the crisis, firms whose losses were due to bad debts and the 

fallout of the sub-prime market.  However, in no other quartiles can we detect this disproportionate 

spurt of loan losses.  This is because losses manifested by  the crisis do not materialise as default in 

the larger half of the financial hierarchy, they appear as a relative dearth in income levels.  In short, 

the financial crisis actually demonstrated that the scale of these economic organisations (in the 

sense of how much money managers can spend on their operations) is too great relative to their 

capabilities to sustain a commensurate level of profitable income.

For instance, the lion’s share of the financial losses of 2008 were concentrated in firms within the 

larger half of the revenue distribution.  Indeed, the reason why the crisis, overall, generated the 

aggregate loss it did was down to a small group of “outlier” firms (table 1).  The reader should note 

that this group  represents a cross-section of the key actors involved in a typical securitisation deal.  
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until after Bush’s election in 1988.  Yet the demutualisation movement would not take effect until 1994 when regulators 
(the Office of Thrift Supervision Guidelines) released the rules governing the valuation of “thrifts” (called “building 
societies” in Britain) who converted into joint-stock corporations when going public.  Consequently, as much as half of 
the banks in the financial cohort after 1994 were the “reformed” banks caught up in the earlier savings and loans crisis.



Non-depository credit institutions such as the Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation 

(commonly known as Freddie Mac) were initiators of loans.  These loans where then pooled into 

structured financial products and sold as debt obligation securities in the bond markets by 

investment banks such as Morgan Stanley  or Goldman Sachs.  A variety  of financial institutions, 

such as retail banks, would buy these securities.  Indeed, the buyers need not necessarily just  be 

“domestic firms”.  Many were the major banks from Europe and Japan as can be see in the Table 1.  

To protect themselves against the risks of mass loan defaults, these securities were usually  insured 

against revenue shortfalls, bringing the major insurance carriers into the fold.  All these groups are 

represented in the outlier cohort presented here.  As securitisation deals depend upon an external 

agent fulfilling their debt repayment obligation, they are accounted for as revenues from the 

perspective of these organisations.  Securitisation losses are thus manifest as an absence of income 

relative to where it “should” be.

Table 1. Pre and Post-Crisis Revenue Change in the Financial Cohort, The Outlier Firms

Company
REVT 
2007 

(millions)

REVT 
2008 

(millions)

Income 
lost in 

the crisis

% 
Loss 

SIC (2-digit category)

AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL GROUP
AXA
PRUDENTIAL PLC
AEGON NV
ALLIANZ SE
ING GROEP NV
HARTFORD FINANCIAL SERVICES
SWISS RE LTD
UBS AG
CREDIT SUISSE GROUP
GOLDMAN SACHS GROUP INC
MORGAN STANLEY
DEUTSCHE BANK AG
LLOYDS BANKING GROUP PLC
BNP PARIBAS
MITSUBISHI UFJ FINANCIAL GRP
ROYAL BANK OF SCOTLAND GROUP
BARCLAYS PLC
JPMORGAN CHASE & CO
CITIGROUP INC
FEDERAL HOME LOAN MORTG CORP

110,250 8,062 -102,188 93% Insurance Carriers
172,118 76,186 -95,932 56% Insurance Carriers

65,216 -15,009 -80,225 123% Insurance Carriers
66,635 8,981 -57,654 87% Insurance Carriers

147,956 126,229 -21,727 15% Insurance Carriers
110,758 92,833 -17,925 16% Insurance Carriers

25,661 9,664 -15,997 62% Insurance Carriers
38,661 23,034 -15,627 40% Insurance Carriers

120,346 59,862 -60,484 50% Security & Commodity Brokers, Dealers, Exchanges & Services
83,120 45,679 -37,441 45% Security & Commodity Brokers, Dealers, Exchanges & Services
87,968 53,579 -34,389 39% Security & Commodity Brokers, Dealers, Exchanges & Services
85,328 57,784 -27,544 32% Security & Commodity Brokers, Dealers, Exchanges & Services

130,846 77,370 -53,476 41% Depository Institutions
57,551 28,833 -28,718 50% Depository Institutions

144,460 123,637 -20,823 14% Depository Institutions
61,542 41,058 -20,484 33% Depository Institutions
93,689 75,001 -18,688 20% Depository Institutions
76,927 58,688 -18,239 24% Depository Institutions

116,353 101,491 -14,862 13% Depository Institutions
157,333 104,605 -52,728 34% Nondepository Credit Institutions

42,759 12,093 -30,666 72% Nondepository Credit Institutions

In summary, evidence suggests that the financial sector has been using debt to shore up their past 

performance.  Financial firms have been drawing upon an increasing supply of effectively free 

money  to accumulate new assets in the hope that these new investments can sustain an expansion in 
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scale.  The onset of the crisis represented a public demonstration that this was not always possible.  

What changed after the crisis?  In terms of prevailing trends in financial structure, nothing changed.  

The evolution of the post-crisis response has been a continuation of the same trend established 

before the crisis.  What changed was the fact that even more debt has been required simply to 

preserve a rate of growth firm managers are committed to preserving.

The ability for financial firms to exponentially grow their long-term debt base without proportionate 

increase in revenues is down to the state.  For banks to get access to an ever increasing supply  of 

free money, the state must act as a broker and take on the responsibilities for remunerating (foreign) 

lenders to enable the financial sector to access this resource without an comparable increase in 

interest repayment burdens.  Why?  When the economy is not perceived of as being in crisis, such 

as in the years before the dot com collapse, or the “recovery” years that preceded the crisis of 2008, 

the state, acting on behalf of the economy, is making a leap of faith, “buying time” for the economy 

to realise performance improvements through “growth”.  Financial firms are the front line in the 

government’s attempt to “buy time” for the economy.  The fact that trends post the crisis of 2008 

are a continuation of those established in the late 1990s, suggests again that the crisis did not begin 

with the events surrounding 2007/08.  This was simply  when the crisis became public (although the 

information to detect the behaviours we present here have been public all along).

Given that popular economic discourse differed dramatically before and after the events of 2007/08, 

a healthy skepticism is required when engaging with contemporary accounts of the crisis.  As 

highlighted at the outset of this paper, these perceptions and prescriptions reflect the spirit of the 

times, not necessarily the reasons why these times change.  What has been happening is a 

continuation of behaviours used to bolster the finances of firms, yet behaviours that since the crisis 

have had to be legitimised under a different banner, under a discourse on “toxic debts”.

In the language of bad debts, advocates presume that once toxins are expelled from the corporate 

body, and prudential lending enforced at the level of bureaucratic controls on organisation 

managers, health would be restored to those organisations.  Yet this hides the fact that efforts to 

shore up financial accounts are largely  compensating for a lack of income.  This literally  means the 

state is compensating for forms of income that firms expect to receive yet have no control over 

whether they will receive it.19   Attempts to enforce a greater prudence in lending does nothing to 
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offset the fact that firms need more income then their past lending activities have been able to 

provide.  None of this support actually changes the organisational capabilities of firms to generate a 

profitable level of income.  It simply preserves the scale of organisations.  The state is basically 

paying for the fact that managers do not compensate for these income deficiencies, choosing instead 

to preserve expenditures and continue in a pursuit of realising a “normal” or “entitled” rate of 

organisational expansion.

Stripping away  the baggage of popular crisis narratives, we are left with the following conclusions 

about what the significance of debt is in relation to the financial crisis.  Debt is not the cause of the 

problems, it  is part of a system of behavioural signals that tells us how managers seek to configure 

their organisations.  Like profitability measures, debts, contextualised within a system of 

relationships that  define the financial constitution of firms, is a historical gauge to understand 

underlying trends and key moment of change in economic history.  In the case of the US, debts 

allows us to see a key moment in history, the moment when financial managers knew there was a 

problem that needed responding to.  This was in the latter half of the 1990s, when the bull market in 

the real economy was getting out of hand.  This is when financial managers started to change tack, 

breaking historical norms and systematically pursuing a new trajectory that has continued to the 

present day.  By detecting these changes we are provided with systematic evidence that financial 

managers were already aware of an increasing problem in the ability of their investments made into 

the real economy to provide them with their expected income levels.  These behaviours began 

nearly decade before the public outbreak of the crisis, this continuity  in pre-and post-crisis history 

leads to one ultimate conclusion on the matter of debt and its role in the crisis.

Current strategies of shoring up the financial system through bailouts, liquidity measures, higher 

capital adequacy ratios and other “prudential” controls, ignores the fact that managers had already 

been shoring up their accounts for at least a decade before the public spectacles would unfold in 

2007/8.  Financial firms had already been taking on excessive levels of debt to bolster their asset-

base. This suggests there was already a need for this during the “dot com” boom, before that bubble 

burst.  The fact that the most dramatic expansion in leverage would occur after this crisis in the real 

economy (a crisis that  produced an aggregate loss of roughly 230 billion dollars in the non-financial 

cohorts, virtually identical to that produced by the financial sector 6 years later, see figure 17) 

suggests that  the financial system was already in trouble and looking for ways to compensate for 

these shocks.  The fact that lenders would recognise that all corporations were not created equal and 

acted upon this recognition by breaking established lending conventions, differentiating the pricing 
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of corporate debts according to the risks of insolvency (which had become statistically correlated 

with firm size), was a move that emerged during the dot com boom (figure 13).  Again, this 

reinforces the point that financial managers knew there were problems in their past lending, they 

were reacting to it.  Furthermore, the fact that financial M&As would see their most dramatic 

expansion immediately after the dot com collapse suggests the financial system needed shoring up 

when the real economy was unravelling (figure 18).  In short, the preponderance of behavioural 

evidence presented here suggests that the reasons why financial firms have aggressively  sought 

after new forms of profitable income, targeting “securitisation” markets linked to subprime 

mortgages and other forms of debt obligation, was not simply  about greed or hubris, they  were a 

collective attempt to bolster income statements.  This is a managerial necessity if they want to 

preserve the continuity of expenditures absorbed in wages, salaries and bonuses, the traditional 

signals that tells the world all is well in the house of finance.  

Finally, these predicaments of the financial system must reflect  the fact that the recipients of their 

investments are not producing “enough” money to maintain the population of lending organisations 

and those within it.  Consequently, the crisis of finance that erupted in 2008 must be related to a 

more longstanding profitability problem in the real economy.  The real economy simply does not 

generate enough money for the financial sector. 

We can see the significance of the real economy in the aggregate credit allocation figures.  Credit 

markets prefer corporate bonds.  While they dabble in other things, this is the market they have 

increasingly  gone to for their lending requirements since the early 1980s (figure 16).  The problem 

with this arrangement boils down to “hurdle rates”. 

Hurdle rates refers to the rate of profitability at which companies need to perform if they  are to 

create money  by investing it in their own operations.  If firms did not reach this rate, then wealth is 

being “destroyed” from the perspective of the lender (or redistributed from a population 

perspective) and that wealth would have been better preserved by  putting it into “risk free” 

positions in banks and government securities.  Hurdle rates are thought to be set by the government 

through their open market operation, as well as the setting of treasury notes and the rates the 

Federal Reserve charge other FDIC banks (the Federal Funds Rate).
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Now, for the real economy these hurdle rates have been decreasing over time, a feature that the 

financial sector has had to cope with ever since governments have embarked on a project  of 

stimulating their way out of recessions through liquidity measures.  This is a by-product of 

monetary interventions in recessionary periods.  Such policy pursuits, at least officially, has been to 

help  the economy  negotiate downturns so that supply and demand can continue expanding and 

standards of living can be preserved with minimal disruption to the polity.20  Interest rate drops have 

had a good run in ensuring that  corporations get the money  they  require to finance their way out of 

their economic slumps to date.  Yet this has come at a cost, the cost  of debt must drop as well, 

increasingly  approximating a ponzi-like arrangement dependent upon an infinite supply  of (free) 

money.  While this is good for borrowers (they have a lower “hurdle” they  need to jump), the 

hurdles gets higher for the lenders.  This creates a problem for the financial sector.

When the cost of debt decreases, banks must increase the volume of lending simply to maintain a 

continuity  with past performance and accustomed levels of expenditure.  As there is no economies 

of scale because gross profits are relatively  fixed in finance as well (figures 8 and 9), the financial 

system’s favourite clientele will naturally  be those that can accommodate the volume of money that 

must be lent.  This not only  means allocating it to the largest firms around (distributing funds to a 

lot of different parties in unnecessarily smaller tranches would be much more costly), but most 

importantly, allocating it to firms that can utilise that excess liquidity.  This is exactly what has been 

happening since the 1980s.

As interest rates have decreased, cost of debt has decreased forcing banks to look for someone who 

can absorb the resulting glut of finance.  The corporate economy has risen to this task and their 

bonds have provided the largest foundation for US lending.  The financial system depends upon 

what corporations do with that money and after years of searching desperately for higher rates of 

return somewhere else, waves of financial innovation have not offset this basic reliance upon 

corporate bonds for most of the credit allocated in the US.
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idea that Americans must accept a loss to their standards of living (his so-called “Malaise speech”) because the 
government could not resolve the economic contradictions of the 1970s.  Reagan exposed this as a sign of weakness and 
successive governments have all been based upon the promise to not only manage the economy, but to promise that 
living standards will not only be preserved, they will continue to improve in the future.



As we discussed above, the only way managers have found to systematically  make more money is 

through M&A.21  Consequently, it stands to reason that if the financial system is not making enough 

money  out of the groups they depend upon for the bulk of their lending, the way that money is 

being utilised (coupled with the lack of viable alternatives) is the constraint on the US economy.  

The source of instability cannot only be in the financial sector, it  must be in the real economy as 

well, in the recipients of a credit system premised upon an infinite supply of increasingly cheap 

money.  Accordingly, this means the ponzi element underlying the US economy must also be a 

double act.22

4. Growth in the real economy: the problem with mergers and acquisitions

For the state to use money supply  to stimulate economic activities, the price of this resource is key.  

For firms to utilise it, financing must cost less then their prevailing capabilities to generate a return.  

This means the efficacy of these policies are linked to corporate rates of return experiences, the 

sustainability of this tactic requiring that profit rates be cyclical in behaviour, not cyclically 

declining over time.  

As discussed earlier, this was the case when these tricks were being trialled in the late 1970s.  Then, 

recessions were “normal” cycles where declines in profitability  could be expected to recover fully 

in boom times.  Provided that that things would not change in corporate behaviour, monetary 

interventions could work and the severity  of affairs required something to be done.  This response 

was to pursue a set of dramatic shocks to the economic system initiated by the Federal Reserve 

under Volker’s reign.  
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21 Much discussion about banking reforms revolve around the idea that retail and investment banking are distinct types 
of activities which should be separated.  M&As and other financial transactions between corporations are the mainstay 
of the investment banks alongside the lawyers, accountants and other services that feed off of these activities.  In so far 
as retail banks depend upon the corporate economy to absorb their loans and the volume they need to lend can only be 
utilised through M&As, retail and investment banking, whether combined or legally separated, and fundamentally 
intertwined.   Moves by retail banks to engage in investment banking activities are simply attempts to absorb the more 
profitable part of this lending relationship when profits are being squeezed in the pricing of debt.  Consequently, policy 
debates over the organisational separation of investment and retail banking make no fundamental difference to the 
economic arrangements generating crises in America.

22 The US economy has always been a “double act”.  Historically, the more the real economy produced surpluses, the 
more the financial sector also produced a proportionate gain in profit stocks (figure 15).  The restructuring of the 
economy in the 1980s broke this pattern in the distribution of wealth, a pattern that would only return in the way firms 
pursued growth after the 1992 recession.  This suggests not only that the gains are shared,  but so too are the losses; the 
striking parallels between the aggregate losses of the real economy in 2002 and those produced by the financial sector 
in 2008, being an illustration of this (figure 17).



The use of monetary  policies to “grow” your way out of a recession was only a way of responding 

to the inflationary crisis at that time.  This was not the discovery of some general formula for 

managing economic success to be passed down through the political generations.  In doing so, these 

interventions did contribute to changes in corporate behaviour.  From a corporate finance 

perspective, economic reforms shifted the way mangers utilised available resources to pursue 

corporate growth.  Instead of using price inflations, managers used debt to pursued acquisitions 

with increasing voracity.  While this change no longer ensured that standards of living would 

improve for the populace at large, it nonetheless provided a way  to continue improving the fortunes 

of those who run corporate America. 

This corporate shift from inflationary (price) measures to debt financing activities is significant 

because is had a direct impact upon the composition of the economy and the relationships between 

firms.  Inflation is an equal opportunity that  preserves the status quo.  Through pricing, each firm 

could manage their finances in ways that did not necessarily  disrupt inter-firm relationships.  Yet 

debt attracts differentially in an economy. It gets allocated to corporations able to use it  and given 

the need to absorb increasingly high volumes of debt, this resource is attracted to particular forms of 

utilisation.  In the absence of commensurate improvements in organisational capabilities, the excess 

of finance required that firms seeking to use this resource pursue in-organic growth.  This behaviour 

has a direct  bearing upon corporate relationships within the economic system and the fates of the 

organisations within it.

M&As depends on the supply of companies to be caught but also upon their financial standing.  The 

stronger the prey, the more expensive it is to catch them.  Conversely, the weaker their performance, 

the lower their resistance, particularly in a friendly union which is important for keeping the costs 

of M&As down.  These activities often require external finance if the target  is sizeable enough.  

This means the search for ways to make more money in corporate America is one particularly 

attuned to the opportunities offered when this resources is in abundance and the prices are right.  

The timing of these moments have revolved around the collapse of previous cycles as profitability 

deteriorates and, since the 1980s, the government has routinely intervened to stimulate growth 

through monetary measures.  The regularity of these government response patterns are such that 

M&A cycles are “predictors” of the more general recessionary cycles in the economy (figure 14).  

The end of a recession marks the start of a wave of M&As.  The decline of that wave always occurs 

before the general recession, recovering when the conditions to grow inorganically emerge once 

again. 
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While our data on M&A activities only begin in 1971, we can nonetheless see a historical shift 

whereby the pursuit to improve profitability has used scale as its principle tactic.  For instance, 

returning to the ROIC experiences discussed previously (figure 3), the distribution of profit rates 

had been neutral to scale prior to 1979.  Yet scale become important, and increasingly so, in the 

early 1970s, 1973 if we were forced to pick an exact moment (figure 19).  This coincides with a 

return (size has always mattered in America) to M&A tactics in the aftermath of the recession of 

1974 (figure 14).  After this point, each wave of M&As would see an increasing rate of participation 

amongst the corporate population.

The problem with M&As, well recognised but the significance of which is not fully appreciated, is 

they  do not improve profit rate performance, they only help to maintain it.  M&As allow firms to 

preserve their respective positions in the distribution of profitability  experiences and in so doing 

preserve a rate of expenditure expansion by the organisations engaged in this activity.  Anything 

beyond a steady-state revenue performance tends to require a more aggressive approach to in-

organic growth.  Consequently, the higher managers strives to rise in the revenue distribution, the 

more they  are up against a greater number of firms trying to do the same thing, a pattern that is 

clearly  detectable in the historical records (figure 14).  The fuel to these practices revolves around 

the supply of financial resources firms can use for these purposes.  

What might appear to be an “alliance” between industrial corporations and the financial sector does 

not require stories of “back-room” negotiations.  It is driven by  self-preservation that operates in 

full public view.  For the financial sector, preserving their own expectations of expansion when the 

cost of debt declines requires that they  compensate for price declines with volume increase and this 

availability of credit requires corporations large enough to absorb these resources.  Not only  can we 

see this in the public accounts, but  we can understand its instabilities without resorting to stories 

about why “good” firms turn “bad” over an economic cycle--as in the theoretical account Minsky 

develops.

The instability of this process revolves around its key dependencies.  It depends upon attracting 

debt at a price which is commensurate with the values they  must pay to acquire another firm.  This 

is why M&A cycles begin in the aftermath of a recession.  The question is why M&A cycles reach 

their own zenith.  Our evidence suggests this is because, as in any market, increasing demand 

pushes up prices.  When the markets goes into a buying spree, the sellers start  to value their assets 

at a premium.  Provided the cost of debt is cheap enough, something the government aids and abets, 
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firms pay this price, targeting acquisitions that allow them a commensurable increase in their 

income levels such that the debt they have taken on is not excessive when generating annual 

accounts.  However, this behaviour creates an increasing instability in the system in conditions 

when the utilisation of financial resources does not produce any net gain in profit performance.  

As M&A booms increase the price of the assets being acquired (beyond what would otherwise 

appear to be realistic “book values” based upon past performance--“good will” in accounting terms) 

those values only hold for as long as managers can maintain belief that those assets will translate 

into future performance gains.  Yet investors cannot wait forever.  Three to five years is generally 

all the business history investors use to judge the current profit generating capabilities of a 

particular firm’s managers.  Any longer and they risk taking an outdated view; too short and the 

excuses of particular events cloud evaluations about what managers are capable of.  This appears to 

reflect the duration of M&A cycles, roughly  10 years.  The first  half is a growth period premised 

upon expectations of the future that cannot be refuted.  The second half is the realisation that values 

are too high and cannot be recovered (which may also be due to the fact that after the initial 

stimulus in money supply, the government usually seeks to claw back the interest  rate which 

increases the cost of debt as well).  The instability  of this process is the adjustments that must occur 

in corporate accounts once the belief in asset values is lost.  

These adjustments manifest themselves as “exceptional” or “special” items, categories which are 

supposed to refer to unique events or things beyond managerial control.  Yet these reporting events 

are not “exceptional”, they are normal, increasing in frequency precisely for those groups that 

engage more in M&As (figure 14).  However, unlike the volume of reporting, the value of these 

exceptions are not constantly  reported.  Exceptions appear to accumulate during the start of the 

M&A cycle, and only come home to roost at the end.  For instance, all the aggregate losses 

produced by the real economy in the three recessionary periods after the early  1980s (figure 17) are 

losses largely accounted for by the extent to which asset write-offs are done at the end of the M&A 

cycle (figure 14).  

When they appear, managers often dismiss these adjustments as accounting technicalities.  The 

losses caused by  these exceptions are not real indicators of profitability, but a momentary correction 

in the books (such as Time Warner’s then record-breaking loss of nearly 100 billion dollars, a loss 

greater than their total revenues in 2002). In some sense, this is true.  The fundamentals of firm 

profitability have not  changed.  However, what managers do not take responsibility for is that this 
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behaviour does lose real money for someone else, namely the financial system whose investments 

in stocks is made with cash that is lost when M&As reveal their true value and force an equivalent 

revaluation of equity prices (which is why asset write offs do not make rate of returns extremely 

bad--the invested capital proportion of these calculations receive an equivalent  pruning which hides 

the impact that the real economy has on the financial system when we only look at profit rates).  

One of the consequences of this arrangement is that the rate and volume of money  needing to be 

absorbed by M&As shifts the value of lending from retail to investment banking.  This is well 

reflected in the literature and in the concerns over the problems that investment banking operations 

may have on the depository function of banks.  Another consequence is the unexpected losses 

M&As tend to accumulate.  These losses reflect an asset-level byproduct of M&A cycles and the 

premiums paid to acquire companies when the financing for doing so is in abundance and demand 

for companies is high.  They are losses the real economy externalises upon the economic system 

when mass adjustments in asset values are made.  While having exceptional situation is increasingly 

common in financial reporting, the value of exceptional losses is not constantly reported.  In other 

words, while M&A behaviour is a cyclical process over time, the value of reported asset  write-off is 

episodic, clustered at distinct moment when recessions become “publicly” acknowledged. This 

behaviour reflects management behaviour as to when to reveal write-offs.  

While managers will always construct  a narrative for investors should trust them, history show an 

inevitability that in-organic growth over the economic cycle is a process that hides losses and 

allows them to accumulate unchecked.  The desire for growth is what allows the magnitude of these 

losses to accumulate.  The greater the acquisitions (value and volume go together, the latter pushing 

up the former over time) the greater the potential shock.  History  also tells us that these adjustments 

are unleashed upon the world when the timing is right, curiously enough, just  after the official 

recognition of a recession by government economists.  Once recessions are publicly acknowledged, 

something happens in the corporate world, everyone starts to reveal the true value of their write-

offs.  This looks suspiciously like a particular herd behaviour, safety in numbers.  During 

recessions, circumstances allow managers to collectively blame these losses on failed income 

expectations that resulted from the recession.  While this may happen so some, history also shows 

us that recessions to date, from the perspective of corporate finances (which is very different 

vantage point from output measures used to define GDP figures) recessions do not generally exhibit 

any major decline in overall revenues.  Recessions are a collapse in profitability  and this is caused 

by disproportionate expenses.  So long as recessions are commonly  understood to be beyond 
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anyone’s control and definitely unrelated from what managers do, this rationalisation seems 

plausible.  After the initial shock of posting major exceptions, management excuses buys time for 

business to continue on as usual in the real economy.

History also shows us that it is normal for M&A activities to produce a material loss to the financial 

system which are unaccounted for in the prices paid for equity  in boom times.  During booms, costs 

expand alongside income and do not  tend to decline when income does not grow “fast enough”.  

For firms lower down the revenue distribution, managers are less able to keep  up  with the rate of 

acquisitions achieved by firms higher up the corporate ladder.  The best they can do is absorb 

whatever the levels of resources on offer given their scale and the opportunities those positions have 

to grow inorganically.  As the M&A cycle progresses, those not able to keep abreast with the rate set 

by the elites tend to generate proportionally less income then the level of expenditures managers 

commit to growth.  This is why profit  rates start to fall towards the end of the M&A cycle, and fall 

worse for those of lower economic rank--the smaller you are, the harder it is to generate the 

requisite income from the debts you incur.  The longer managers strive to preserve their respective 

cost structures, the deeper profit rates drop.  This behaviour continues until something triggers the 

next cycle.

What are the triggers of change?  The dominant signal appears to be those that trigger government 

action (ie., macro-economic measures that prioritise output  figures rather than the corporate 

financial accounts of those who generate those outputs). Managers appear to wait for the state to 

intervene.  In recessionary times, while there are undoubtedly cuts somewhere when income 

expectations are not met, in labour costs, in supply chains, etc, at  the corporate level, those costs 

tend to be compensated for by other expenditures which senior managers want to keep.  Recessions 

since the 1980s appear to be moments when manager resistance to making compensatory moves in 

their own financial behaviours outlast the government’s willingness to let developments continue.  

Understandably so, corporate mangers appear to be highly resistant to giving up  grounds attained 

during the boom. This resistance to downscale is so widespread that profit rates are allowed to fall 

to new lows before the government caves in to provide a stimulus.  At this point, new sources of 

liquidity  re-emerge around the government’s signals that it will finance growth through deep 

interest rate cuts.  How much the government is forced to cut interest  rates depends upon the rate of 

return experiences within the population at  the time.  If the cost of debt is too high relative to what 

firms could do with it, they cannot utilise this liquidity.  Consequently, the cost of debt must  be 

priced under some rate of return threshold.  Historical patterns suggest that when interests rates 
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outstrip  the profit rate currently produced by the majority (median) experience of the corporate 

population, this is when financing becomes too expensive and recessionary periods break out.   

This is where the government fails to recognise that we are dealing not with “normal” business 

cycles, but a cyclical decline in profit  rates induced by  M&A activities.  Financing your way  out of 

recessions not only exacerbates this behaviour, it places an increasing burden upon the financial 

system after each recessionary  period.  It forces the financial system to absorb the losses the M&A 

game leave behind in the equity  markets.  It forces the system to expand credit  and look for places 

managers know this glut of resource can be utilised.  It  forces all those in the system who want to 

preserve their positions, to search more aggressively for other sources of income to compensate.  In 

short, the instability  in the financial system stems from the fact that managers personally benefit 

from these developments, particularly  those whose payments are in proportion to the size of the 

funds being managed.  

Understandably, managers in the financial system are also ardent to preserve the scale of their 

activities they have been able to reach in the past, so much so that they too continue to preserve cost 

structures even when, as we can see in the onset of the financial crisis, their ability to generate 

revenues is not sufficient to prevent large scale losses from being publicly acknowledged.  Until the 

financial sector finds a way to lower its own hurdle rate, or a better place to allocate its wealth, the 

preservation of expenditure levels will only  require someone else to bear the risk that income is not 

sufficient, or when unexpected bouts of default  crop-up  in loan portfolios.  This is why 

governments cannot legislate against loss through financial reforms.  Loss cannot but accumulate 

when it is a byproduct of financing in-organic growth in the real economy, and when the financial 

sector resists absorbing these losses.  Therein lies the instability problem.  The system is 

constrained by the fact that no one is keen on giving up the gains in scale they have attained in the 

past.  Managers of bigger companies benefit from the scale of their companies they shepherd.  For 

some to keep these gains, others must and do pay.

5. Conclusions: The double ponzi and the state’s attempt to “buy time”

Let us now attend to our conclusions on US economic development.  In what sense has it become a 

“double ponzi”?  After all, the real economy does not take on “too much” debt or other form of 

investment.  If it did, the decline in rates of return would be an obvious measure that something 
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untoward was at play.  Managers are generally quite adept at  ensuring debt levels remain at 

relatively constant proportions in the financial architecture of firms.  The best managers are also 

very skilled in ensuring that  they pursue inorganic growth in ways that keep them in the best rate of 

return positions possible, ensuring that they  attract more credit the next time it comes knocking on 

doors.  And that is the secret of success in the corporate world.

Corporate success depends upon a sort  of ponzi arrangement.  The classic ponzi is simply a scheme 

where the supply of investment is what generates gains, not your own capabilities to utilise it.   The 

question is only  how those gains are manifest.  Corporate America does not show its true gains in 

their bottom lines.  It  shows them in their expenses.  For the elites, the point is not to show them, 

but to keep them hidden in a stable set of relationships that defines their operating income.  If firms 

did achieve productivity  gains, if surpluses were to be had by  squeezing more out of their work 

force and their machines, that is a gain ripe for being appropriated as a legitimate expense (such as 

through transfer pricing to a foreign company, perhaps in the Bahamas). If this was being done, then 

external investors, whether their money is accessed through debt or equity  transactions, are being 

used for the same purpose as in a ponzi, namely, to enable individuals to produce a surplus derived 

from other people’s money which can be redistributed to whomever is inside the scheme.  It  just so 

happens that the ponzi element to corporate behaviour exploits our faith in managerial capabilities 

and our naive belief that  markets actually work through the imperative to even pursue profits (not to 

mention “maximising” them).  The classic ponzi is an investment pyramid where money is never 

invested in a profit (or loss-making) business enterprise.  But what if it  is invested in a business, 

and its performance is dependent upon a pyramid of increasing money supply?  Is that not still a 

classic ponzi?  We believe so.  Indeed, this behaviour is more transparent at the bottom end of the 

corporate hierarchy.

For firms in the shadows of the giants, it is easiest to detect this behavioural foundation to economic 

instability.  It revolves around the game of preserving expenditure levels when income otherwise is 

not sufficient to prevent losses from materialising.  The dramatic losses posted by  Q1 and Q2 

industrials since the 1980s are losses caused by managerial efforts to defend their expense levels.  

These industrial companies are not bailed out by  the state, they are enabled to do this by  credit 

providers desperate for someone who will pay a higher price on the debt they incur.  Servicing this 

need is something managers in Q1 industrials have been particularly specialised in doing through 

the junk bond market.  With debt used as a form of income stream, one does not need to produce 
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profits.  Rather, managers just need enough cash flow out of their “true” operating income to ensure 

they can service the interest payments on their junk bonds.  

When you are liberated from the expectation of producing profits, you can expand your cost 

structure to internalise any surpluses there are.  The most egregious examples of this lie in the 

expansion of sales and general administration costs.  These costs are supposedly  based upon 

expenses required to manage firms and drum up  sales.  However, in reality, these costs have 

expanded dramatically  precisely when sales has not grown, but actually declined!  This was the 

situation in the bottom quartile where over the 1990s, as the equity  boom developed, firms did not 

need to increase their income level to compensate for the expansion in costs.  They  simply needed 

to pay a higher cost of debt then other firms.  The management challenge here was basically  to 

generate enough income to service interest payments and absorb any profits through expenditures 

on any number of legitimate management initiatives with an intention to improve sales.  What to the 

outsider looks like a “zombie” hoard lurking at the bottom of the economy and struggling to 

perform (groups supposedly needing “access to finance” according to many policy-makers) are 

simply  a variation on the theme of practices widespread in the economy--find a way to utilise 

available financing to make gains you can appropriate, gains that are reflected in how profit  and 

loss is constructed by corporate managers.  

Fundamentally, ponzi schemes revolve around an illusion that “investments” have a chance of 

making profits when in fact, these gains were never realistically possible.  They work through an 

inbuilt certainty that others will be paying for the gains realised by the insiders of the scheme.  Of 

course, when this investment takes the form of debt, and these debts are paid out of the income of a 

business, where is the ponzi?  The fact of the matter is that the intent  of the government when 

managing recessions is not to create a perpetual spring of increasingly  cheap money that for some, 

allows them to the scale and reap the benefits of scale, and for other, to pay for the unexpected lack 

of income required to maintain a given scale of corporate operations and personal remuneration.  

Money supply  is merely a tool intended to provide a stimulus that, like all forms of finance, “buys 

time” for companies to return to what they are “supposed” to do, pursue profitability  relentlessly 

through their own resourcefulness.  Cheap debt is a public investment in the future, yet the way that 

investment is utilised ensures that there is no new profit to circulate back into the economic system.  

Rather, it only  works to ensure that while some gain, those gains come at the expense of inevitable 

losses that  accumulate and are offloaded onto the financial system.  This forces the financial system 

to act and they act, as does everyone else, by searching for compensating mechanisms that allow 
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their organisations to also pursue a continuous expansion, maintaining their “entitlement” to 

organisational and occupational prosperity.  These behaviours are systemic and the way they play 

out means investment is being lost.  

Government attempts to buy time works by hiding losses from public admission and shifting them 

onto some future time horizon.  In the US, attempts to bolster economic growth have been financed 

through deficit  spending, bailouts, as well as through consumer demand bolstered by credit.  This 

has been a basic formula for economic development since the political strategy for managing 

growth was to preserve standards of living at all costs, thereby  forcing the state to finance its way 

out of economic doldrums.  Yet as recessions have got worse, attempts to “buy time” get  larger and 

time horizons get reset as everyone waits for corporations to do what they are legally supposed to 

do, create profits.  Firms do create profits, but not  “enough” profits.  On this issue, laws and 

regulations are mute and will continue to be so until expenses are subject to greater justification.  

We do not believe that managers are systemically incapable of producing more profits then they do.  

The issue is simply, why should they when there is more money to be captured if you simply 

comply with the terms of the financing deals presented to them?   

So where is the “robbery” we expect of a ponzi scheme?  Current behaviours obviously  “rob” the 

government of their investment as the expectations of macro-economic policy  are not meant to 

provide a large scale mechanism for the redistribution of wealth in society.  But it also robs those 

who have to pay for the losses that result as a byproduct of these good intentions; be they the 

“adjustments” that invariably get born by equity investors, or the losses that accumulate in the 

financial system because their hurdle rate increases while the margin for error decreases, or the 

bailouts that emerge when there is a collective stance to preserve expenditures and the state steps in 

to provide an income supplement.  

All of this is perfectly  legal because these are real companies that can defend the idea that they 

simply  could not make the income levels they expected. That’s business. Moreover, these 

behaviours are done collectively, where there is both safety  (for reputations) and strength (for 

bargaining) in numbers.  Hold out  long enough, and recessions cannot but occur eventually in 

output figures.  And when this eventually happens, recriminations can be deflected as external, a 

general recessionary decline that is not the fault of any given organisation or what the managers of 

those organisations do.  Clearly, those who play this game by posting losses are at risk of being 

easier targets for acquisitions.  In the world of agency theorists, this is supposed to be an incentive 
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to produce profits, to maximise profits.  But where is the actual threat in being taken over when, as 

the availability of cheap  finance returns again, managers can play hard to get, boost theirs sales 

price and exit the game (or re-enter in another company) on a good deal, payed for out of the need 

of the financial system to find somewhere it can park an excess of money when there is no where 

else it  can go.  That is the constraint on the US economy.  There is no alternative place to allocate 

the wealth where it can be both profitably utilised and significant enough to absorb the volume of 

money  required to compensate for generations of macro-economic policies that only work to buy 

time.  Because of this, managerial behaviour have emerged to exploit this perennial feast, making 

the story  of US economic development one that has become dependent upon a giant ponzi double 

act, just one that requires a different way  of looking at what the modern history of crises in America 

is all about.
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Statistical Appendix

Figure 1. Growth of PLC revenues relative to US GDP, nominal values 1950-2010

Figure 2. Comparability of macro- and micro-economic datasets, US profit rate indices 1952-2002
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Figure 3. Distribution of Return on Invested Capital experiences, US PLCs 1951-2011
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Figure 4. Differential profit rate positions by revenue quartiles, US NFCs vs Financial Corps 

1950-2011
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Figure 5. Differential odds of loss-making, US NFCs vs Financial Corps 1950-2011

Figure 6. Historical constraints in the creation of gross profits, US NFCs 1950-2011
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Figure 7. Historical constraints in the creation of gross profits, US NFCs 1950-2011 (log scales)

Figure 8. Historical constraints in the creation of gross profits, US Financial Corps 1950-2011
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Figure 9. Historical constraints on gross profits, US Financial Corps 1950-2011 (log scales)

Figure 10. Construction of profits and losses by Quartile, US Non-Financial Corps 1950-2011
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Figure 11. Construction of profits and losses by Quartile, US Financial Corps 1950-2011
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Figure 12. Distribution of Cost of Debt experiences, US PLCs 1951-2011*

*Interest Expense (XINT) / Total Debt (t-1)

Figure 13. Cost of Debt by Revenue Quartiles, US NFCs 1971-2011*

* Approximated as Interest Expense (XINT) / Total Debts (t+t-1)/2
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Figure 14. The race to acquire and its “exceptional” impacts, US NFCs 1971-2011
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Figure 15  Historical growth in aggregate profits, US NFCs vs financial corporations, 1950-2006

Figure 16.  Percentage of Corporate Bonds in Credit Market Allocation and NFC Liabilities, US 

1945-2011
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Figure 17. Aggregate and Average Profits (net income), US NFCs vs Financial Corporations, 

1950-2011
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Figure 18. M&A Rates and Spend, US Financial Corporations vs NFCs, 1971-2011
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Figure 19. Average Sales of Firms in the Profitability Distribution, US NFCs vs Financial Corps, 

1951-2011
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